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Summary 
 
Maly Kohn, born on November 15, 1914 in Libau (Liepaja), Latvia, one of five children, 
describes: a happy family life; being the first Jewish girl to be admitted to a Latvian commercial 
high school; speaking Yiddish, German, and Russian in the home; having Jewish and gentile 
friends; the beginning of the German invasion in June 1941; approximately 10,000 Jews living in 
Libau, most middle class; a good relationship between Jews and the Latvian community; not 
believing some of the stories coming out of Germany in 1938-39, including book burning and 
physical attacks against Jews; having “no idea what a concentration camp was”; prior to the 
German invasion, being fearful when the Russians occupied Latvia, deported people to Siberia, 
and confiscated property and valuables, with no special emphasis on Jews; many Latvians 
nevertheless believing Jews were behind the deportations, which made the Latvians particularly 
hostile to Jews when the Germans invaded; Latvians giving assistance to Germans in arresting 
Jews, stealing property, etc.; not believing a friend whose father was the lighthouse keeper 
when told that the Germans were executing thousands of Jews every day near the lighthouse; 
continuing to live under severe anti-Jewish restrictions; being denounced by a Latvian man and 
becoming fearful when being forced to take a route via the beach (a site of many executions); 
stopping two German officers along the way and explaining the situation in good German 
(which the Latvian did not understand), and the Germans instructing a police officer to take her 
home; the Latvian man returning the next day to rob her family and neighbors; the man 
returning again with Nazis in July to arrest men, including her father; witnessing her father 
being shot and thrown into one of several trucks, and later seeing the trucks empty; finding out 
after the war that the Latvian man was living in Melbourne, and giving testimony against him; 
being pressed into a work detail to bury Russian soldiers; doing other forced labor jobs, 
including laundry at Gestapo headquarters; Maly, a sister, and their mother going into hiding 
[apparently separately]; of Libau’s 10,000 Jews, only 825 surviving, including 175 men and 
fewer than 12 children; many Jews going into hiding, including some hiding in barrels; the 
Germans calling on Jews to come out of hiding to be given jobs, and those that did so being 
shot; Jews surviving by extensive bartering; the creation of the Libau ghetto and her family 
being forced into it; continuing to work for the Gestapo, and her mother cleaning house for the 
ghetto commandant; people paying Latvian fishermen to take them to Sweden and being 
turned in to the police; daily life in the ghetto; having no knowledge of events outside the 
ghetto; around Yom Kippur 1943, being informed that people in the ghetto would be resettled; 
the population being rousted and taken in packed cattle cars for 22 hours to Riga; being force-
marched for about 5 km to Camp Kaiserwald; [refers to transports arriving in Riga from 
elsewhere—with many being shot along the way—and the Riga ghetto being emptied to 
accommodate them]; being separated from her mother, who was taken to the Riga ghetto; 
going through disinfection; not knowing until this stage about Nazi concentration camps; 
Kaiserwald becoming exclusively a Jewish camp after non-Jews were sent to other camps; 
becoming ill and being helped by being able to work indoors in the laundry; hearing about 
German experiments with gas in trucks; being sent to perform slave labor in Riga; around Yom 
Kippur 1944, being transferred by ship (via Danzig) to Stutthof camp; during part of the transfer 
from Danzig, done by barge, many people being shot; receiving a brutal reception at Stutthof; 
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observing corpses arranged like cordwood; being taken to Torun, Poland to do factory work; 
being force-marched 70 km in mid-winter; as Soviet forces approached, agreeing with four 
other girls to try to escape; encountering Russian soldiers, including a Jewish commander, who 
advised them to move away from the front; arriving in Bromberg (Bydgoszcz), Poland, where 
they encountered thousands of former inmates in striped clothing; being forced by local Poles 
to clean up the area; finding work at a local hospital; in February 1945, escaping to Lodz; 
meeting her future husband; becoming a teacher to about forty children, mostly children of 
partisans; moving on to Karlova Vary, Czechoslovakia, where they were “treated like people”; 
moving on to the huge Erding DP camp, near Munich; getting married and taking a private room 
in Munich; contacting a sister in Australia; finding out about and describing her brother’s 
survival; having a child; departing for Australia via Palestine [context suggests in about late 
1947]; arriving in Melbourne in February 1948; life in Australia; involving her children and 
grandchildren in the history of the Holocaust; hoping future generations know their history and 
are able to help one another. Shows map of Latvia, pointing out Latvian Jews’ history there and 
experience in the Holocaust. 
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